Personalized Human Activity Recognition using Wearables: A Manifold Learning-based Knowledge Transfer.
Human activity recognition (HAR) is an important component in health-care systems. For example, it can enable context-aware applications such as elderly care and patient monitoring. Relying on a set of training data, supervised machine learning algorithms form the core intelligence of most existing HAR systems. Meanwhile, the accuracy of an HAR model highly depends on the similarity between the training and the operating context. Therefore, there is a need for developing machine learning algorithms that can easily adapt to the operating context at hand. In this paper, we propose a cross-subject transfer learning algorithm that links source and target subjects by constructing manifolds from feature-level representation of the source subject(s). Our algorithm assigns labels to the unlabeled data in the current context using the manifold learned from the source subject(s). The newly labeled data is used to develop a personalized HAR model for the current context (i.e., target subject). We demonstrate the efficacy of the algorithm using a publicly available dataset on HAR. We show that the proposed framework improves the accuracy of activity recognition by up to 24%.